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Energy requirements for the sector
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Czech Republic
60 TWh, 44th

=
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=

Fiji
0.8 TWh, 161st

=

Slovakia
30 TWh, 62nd

=

Namibia
3.6 TWh, 129th
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Disclaimer
This document was prepared by SIMEC ZEN Technologies (Power & Energy) Pty Ltd (ABN 82 110 224
005) (“SIMEC ZEN”), a member company of the GFG Alliance, as an information service without
assuming a duty of care. Accordingly, reliance should not be placed by anyone on this document as
the basis for making any investment, financial or other decision. While the information included is
believed to be accurate, no member of SIMEC ZEN, its affiliates, or any member company of the GFG
Alliance accepts responsibility for any inaccuracy or for investment decisions or any other actions
taken by any person on the basis of the material included.

www.simeczenenergy.com.au
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Company History – “The Journey”
•

2004 - ZEN Energy founded by Richard Turner as an R&D company in Sustainable Energy

•

2006 - Launch of the “ZEN Home Energy System” (Solar and Smart Batteries) extending to Commercial Business

•

2010 - Richard Turner wins Ernst & Young “Australian Entrepreneur of the Year” (Cleantech Sector)

•

2010 - Investment by Raymond Spencer bringing cross-ownership with Greensmith in the USA (Grid Batteries)

•

2015 - Integration of Professor Ross Garnaut’s consultancy into ZEN Energy. Prof. Garnaut becomes Chairman

•

2017 - GFG Alliance acquires 50.1% majority shareholding in ZEN Energy. Sanjeev Gupta becomes Chairman of SIMEC ZEN
Energy, Ross Garnaut Becomes President of SIMEC ZEN Energy

•

Acquisition made to significantly reduce the energy costs of the GFG Alliance businesses in Australia, building on the
successful UK model and evolving SIMEC ZEN Energy to a New World Energy Retailer

“This is an important milestone for GFG Alliance in Australia; I am excited about this joint venture and the role it will play in
transforming the Australian power industry.” – Sanjeev Gupta

www.simeczenenergy.com.au

GFG in Australia – local presence

Steel manufacturing

Steel distribution

www.simeczenenergy.com.au

Steel recycling

Ports

Energy

Mining
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ZEN to build 1GW of Clean Energy Generation in
South Australia – Project officially launched
680MW Solar now increased to 1GW
• 280MW Cultana Solar Farm (Whyalla)

• Balance to support Industrial growth in the region

90MW / 390MWh Pumped Hydro Facility
• Middleback Ranges (50km South-West of Whyalla)

120MW / 140MWh Li-Ion Grid Battery
• Playford Battery (Port Augusta)

100MW Cogeneration & Demand Management
• Whyalla Steel Works

ZEN Board Meeting Approval – Stamford Plaza Hotel Adelaide 30th October 2017

www.simeczenenergy.com.au

Re-invigorating
Australia’s
Energy
Intensive
Manufacturing
by leading the
way….
www.simeczenenergy.com.au

• As the cost of renewable energy declines, Australia’s abundant
energy resources can be used to scale up energy-intensive skilled
manufacturing industries.
• The GFG Alliance businesses are industrial-size consumers
motivated to encourage a more low-cost and long-term
sustainable energy supply.
• SIMEC ZEN Energy’s goal is to supply this energy to the GFG Alliance
and our other Customers with an optimised mix of large-scale
renewable and distributed technologies.
• Extends the Australian generator-retailer model to become a
generator-consumer or “gensumer” model.
• With growth comes more opportunity, more learning and reduced
costs – a portfolio approach helping to revitalise Australia’s energy
intensive manufacturing sectors.
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In a market
focused on cost
and sustainability,
SIMEC ZEN Energy
partners with our
preferred
customers to
deliver innovative,
flexible and
transparent
energy solutions.
www.simeczenenergy.com.au

Expertise and financial standing of an established
retailer, without an established position to defend
• Experienced team covering wholesale energy trading,
new generation development, retail operations and
major customer sales and account management.
• A mandate from our majority owner the GFG Alliance to
change the energy industry in favour of large energy
users with the capacity to drive strategic growth.
• No motivation to defend the value of an outdated
generation fleet or to maintain market power.
• A willingness to share benefits with Customers.
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Avoiding the
“lock-out” of
smaller Retailers
and medium to
large energy
users from
access to a new
generation
www.simeczenenergy.com.au

Large mono-sited projects with immovable positions
on finance and risk can lock out access to new lowcost generation and the associated benefits
• SIMEC ZEN Energy is delivering a “New Way” where we
understand that a customer who does not want to manage
the intermittency of renewables BUT wants access to its
lower cost and sustainable benefits can do so.
• SIMEC ZEN Energy is here to deliver on this, and change
once and for all the way customers, the large employers of
our nation, are serviced in the energy space.
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• South Australia’s turn to prosper…
• South Australia has the BEST Renewable
Energy Resource in the World
• Potential for low-cost energy utilising
market-proven Renewable generation
technologies.
• Influx and resurgence of heavy industry
plus new industry development.
• Economic Development & Prosperity for
South Australia.
• Access to some of the brightest minds in
the Country.
www.simeczenenergy.com.au
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LEARNINGS FROM…
THE SACOME JOINT ELECTRICITY BUYING GROUP
GMUSG Conference and Trade Expo – August 2018
Wednesday, 10 October 2018

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018

SUMMARY
Project Phases

Wednesday, 10 October 2018

Key Learnings

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018

Pros & Cons
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‘PROJECT’ PHASES OF ENERGY GROUP BUYING PROCESS
To achieve success, the process must be project managed through each phase

Project Initiation

Wednesday, 10 October 2018

Expressions of
Interest

Supplier
Proposals

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018

Contract
Negotiation

Contract
Implementation

Slide
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SET-UP FOR SUCCESS
Crystallising the group’s objectives early avoids cost and churn

Project Initiation

Expressions of
Interest

Supplier
Proposals

Contract
Negotiation

Contract
Implementation

• Define group members and confirm participation of each
• Agree group procurement objectives & non-price selection criteria
• Formally agree cost sharing & confidentiality
• Appoint legal & energy market advisors
• Seek ACCC approval

Wednesday, 10 October 2018

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018
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ENGAGE THE MARKET
More than one supplier may align with the group’s objectives

Project Initiation

Expressions of
Interest

Supplier
Proposals

Contract
Negotiation

Contract
Implementation

• Identify all potential suppliers likely to meet group’s objectives
• Seek Expressions of Interest (EOI) pricing & other key terms from suppliers
• Seek firm pricing & formal proposals of short-listed suppliers
• Confirm thresholds of group members for price & other key terms
• Negotiate proposals into group deal space
• Select preferred supplier(s)
Wednesday, 10 October 2018

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018
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CLOSE THE DEAL
Finalise quickly once in the deal space

Project Initiation

Expressions of
Interest

Supplier
Proposals

Contract
Negotiation

Contract
Implementation

• Establish individual & group required contract admin and management frameworks
• Negotiate full contract terms for group deal
• Execute agreements
• Celebrate!
• Confirm participation of additional group members?
• Periodic operational reviews between the group & supplier(s)
Wednesday, 10 October 2018

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018
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THREE KEY LEARNINGS TO ACHIEVING BEST OUTCOMES
Active engagement by group members is critical to success
1. Clear & Aligned Objectives
•
•
•
•

Long or short term supply, lowest price or other drivers?
Renewable supply or generation agnostic?
Allocate members into ‘like’ groups of procurement style, sophistication, risk etc.
Constantly revisit and test the objectives to ensure alignment of the group

2. Project Decision Gates
•
•
•
•

Agree clear go-forward or exit decision points amongst group members

Each member will have its own internal decision criteria to be included in the group
Members must have clear exit options if the group direction diverges from their own
Decision gates allow the process to be managed as a project to budgeted costs and schedule
If an individual member are clearly misaligned to the group it may be best for them to exit at a gate

3. Group’s Price & Key Terms
•
•
•
•

Clearly define group objectives from the outset & allocate ‘like’ members

Confirm group member thresholds for price and other key terms

ACCC authorisation allows for disclosure of price and key terms amongst the group
To effectively negotiate a successful group outcome it is critical that members give guidance (at least to the advisors) on price and key terms
Each member will have its own view on price and key terms, which may lead to some members not participating in the final deal
Remember “no deal is done until it is all done!”

Wednesday, 10 October 2018

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018
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ENERGY BUYING GROUPS – PROS & CONS
Weigh up pros and cons before deciding to pursue an energy buying group

Wednesday, 10 October 2018

“Pros”
Strengths &
Opportunities

“Cons”
Weaknesses &
Threats

Scale - price &
other terms

Added complexity

Cost sharing

Group vs. member
compromise

Group portfolio
benefits

Time

Market insight

Passengers

Mumford Commercial Consulting Pty Ltd © Copyright 2018
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Ashley Manna

Manager, Business Development, ElectraNet

Global Maintenance USG Conference
Ashley Manna

PUBLIC Distribution: SACOME - GMUSG Conference 2018.08.29

Changing Energy Landscape


Exciting but challenging
time for industry



Shift towards renewables



Managing change and
customer expectations



Supporting our energy
transformation

Photo: Dalrymple Battery
Yorke Peninsula
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Major Projects

PUBLIC Distribution: SACOME - GMUSG Conference 2018.08.29

South Australian Energy Transformation (SAET)


Substantial economic benefits of SA/NSW interconnection



New 330 kV line between SA’s mid-north and Wagga Wagga in NSW



Benefits include:
□ Customer bill reduction
□ Improved system security

□ Support to lower carbon emissions future
□ Unlock renewable energy developments

 Estimated project cost of $1.5 billion
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System Strength: Synchronous Condensers

30



Gap in system strength
services in SA declared by
AEMO



Movement away from
traditional synchronous
generation sources



Fast tracking synchronous
condenser solution

PUBLIC Distribution: SACOME - GMUSG Conference 2018.08.29

Eyre Peninsula Supply Options


Exploring options to upgrade the Eyre Peninsula’s transmission lines



Developing option that will:
□ Place downward pressure on electricity costs
□ Meet current and future supply needs
□ Provide improved reliability
□ Support economic development
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Upper North


Collaboration with Oz Minerals and
SolarReserve



Private transmission solution to
connect Oz Minerals’ Prominent Hill
and Carrapateena mining
operations directly to the NEM; and



Connect in the Aurora Solar project,
SolarReserve’s 220 MW CST and
PV solar generation project



Project work includes:
□ Approx. 140km of 275kv line and
130km of 132kV transmission line
□ Connection to the NEM via
ElectraNet’s Davenport/Cultana
assets
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Summary and Thank you

PUBLIC Distribution: SACOME - GMUSG Conference 2018.08.29

Summary and Thank you


Brief snapshot of our larger projects



Important for South Australia and the NEM



Creating backbone of our “new” wave of infrastructure



Commitment to deliver a secure, safe and reliable supply

Photo: Hornsdale
Battery Project
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Thank you
Ashley Manna

Manager Business Development
(08) 8404 7120

Manna.Ashley@electranet.com.au

Steve McClare

Managing Director, Hillgrove Resources

Port Augusta GMUSG
Kanmantoo Pumped Hydro
29 AUGUST 2018

INTRODUCTION

Hillgrove
Resources



ASX listed company - Kanmantoo Mine:
 produces copper/gold
 open cut mine ceases in mid-2019

Hillgrove has undertaken significant work on a
Pump Hydro Energy Storage Project (PHES)
 The mine pit would be used as the lower reservoir
and the upper reservoir can be built for relatively
low cost.
 The site advantages include proximity to
transmission, water supply and the Adelaide load.


Pumped Hydro
Energy
Storage

PHES provides an ideal solution to the price &
reliability of supply issues being experienced in
SA.
 Issues from the significant
renewable/intermittent generation build to date,
rising gas prices & withdrawal of coal-fired
generation due to lack of continuity.
 Dispatchable cost effective generation is required.


The South
Australian
Energy Market

Hillgrove’s
Objectives




Power generation is not core business.
Hillgrove is seeking to realise the value of this
project and utilise funds to intensively explore.
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LOWEST CAPITAL COST IN AUSTRALIA
250MW generation for 7.5 hours / day
Kanmantoo PHES is in an ongoing formal sale process. The
numerous non binding indicative bids received were pleasing,
and a shortlisting process is underway.
The mine site is well suited for this project due to:
 up to 427m difference in elevation
 Proximity to the electricity network (4km to 276kV)
 Low capital development ($1000/MW) and operating
cost ($160/kWh)
 Access to water and existing pipeline (>2.5GLpa)
 Relevant technical and environmental data available
 Site zoning and both local and federal MP support

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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 Benchmarking and commercial interest indicates that this is one of the best
opportunities in Australia

LOWEST CAPITAL COST IN AUSTRALIA

MINE LIFE COMING TO AN END
OPPORTUNITIES FOR POST PIT USE CONSIDERED

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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 Study by GHD indicates lowest cost

Delta Electricity Press Release (May 2018)
Altura Group Website. DA Approval press release (May 2018)
Cultana ARENA Knowledge Sharing Report (Oct 2017).
TILT Renewables Media Release (Feb 2018).
GFG Alliance Press Release (Feb 2018).
ARENA Press Release: " Iron Duchess mine could be given new life as 90 MW pumped hydro
plant " (Feb 2018).
Genex: October 2017, TFS Optimization press release

SUMMARY



Key metrics highlight that the Kanmantoo site is one of the best sites for
Pumped Hydro Energy Storage in Australia;

 Very low capital cost at ~ $1M / MW and < $160 / kWh.
 Potential to be first to market; commissioned by 2022.
 Infrastructure already in place or under construction (ponds, water, roads).
 Proximity to grid and proposed renewable energy projects.
 Existing studies and knowledge (environmental, geotechnical, geology,
hydrogeology).
 Long established positive relationship with local community.
 Responsiveness to provide spot market arbitrage and FCAS opportunities.
 Low technology risk.
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Hillgrove appointed Key Pacific as its advisor, the response to the formal
process has been pleasing and a shortlist of bidders is being selected.
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